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two Vernons; ourselves and Flight-Lieutenant Dalzell on
"Aurora" J 7141. We kept along the eastern rim of
the cultivation, passed over Tel el Kebir, and to the west
of No. 4 F.T.S.1 at Abu Suweir, where we saw an aero-
plane flying in the distance. Saundby told me that we
should eventually have to climb to about 6,000 feet to
get over the Judaean Hills; but as we were heavily loaded
we climbed fairly slowly in spite of the fact that, being
early in the morning, it was cooL We sent messages
back by W/T 2 as we passed every place. When the
Mail is going, these are picked up by Heliopolis, Abu
Suweir, Ramleh, Amman, Ramadi and Hinaidi, Abu
Suweir sent us their weather report by W/T and we
asked for one from Ramleh, which we got back in about
half an hour. I sat in front with Saundby; he took the
Vernon off, but I flew the whole of the rest of the way.
After flying in a N.E. direction we passed over the Suez
Canal. There was light cumulus at about 2,000 feet,
which we managed to get above. Then we came along
the coast and the sun began to get warm. On the left
the blue Mediterranean with little white breakers; on
the right the desert.
We worked up the coast till we came to El Arish,
which is near the border of Egypt and Palestine. After
this we turned a little more east and opened out the
engines a bit to prepare for the hills. On the left we
passed Gaza. It was getting pretty bumpy, and there
was a considerable amount of cumulus, broken and in
places rising to great heights, 8,000 to 10,000 feet, with
enormous ragged tops leaping off and detaching them-
selves from their bases. We dodged the clouds where
we could. Palestine looks quite different from Egypt*
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